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choreography is still heavily balletic,
accented with Spanish/fiamenco and
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the matador meets pantsula/soccer
been tagged on as an afterthought.
Lorna Maseko makes an
impressivecomeback to the stage
after a two-year break doing TV
work. Shes a fiery, sassy temptress
who in turn seduces, rejects and spits
out Don JosØ, danced by a
breathtakingCraig Arnolds.
Raimond, Martinov, guest artist, is
brooding Escamillo, with terrific
a
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He is
levels. Leand
Rouxs
eclectic
fearless,whether he is conveying
subdued lyricism or demanding
pyrotechnicperformance. With
unnerving concentration, musical
director Rowan Bakker holds
Schimmels great structures and
quirky settings in place.
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Pop music is a powerful tool for
It is a show more deliberately
triggering memories, allowing us to
practised and crafted than it would
glimpse ourselves at earlier stages in
have you believe, for its grand success
our lives. Carly Graeme, Shaun V.
lies in creating a feeling of raw
Tracey-Lee Oliver, Thokozani Nzima,
spontaneit Of course it is going to
Ruth Brown and Kyle Matthews
be slick, clever, moving, shrewdly
provide a perfection of form, theme
observed and dramatically satisfying.
and emotional resonance.You camiot
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help but be caught up in their vocal
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knows what he is about.
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